probabilities that a certain vital signal and symptom * Number of vital signal types = 4. pair appears in stress group and constructs weight * Number of generated data from a real data = 5.
vectors in order to give more weight to some vital Since the sensitivities and specificities are dependent signals or symptoms for a personalized service. In on the cut-off probabilities used in identifying stress prediction stage, the framework identifies stress group group, the change of sensitivities and specificities were using a probability equation which is devised based on measured for the cut-off probabilities from 0.2 to 0.7. SCAP and two weight vectors. As expected, the sensitivities decrease and Even in limited validation, the method is revealed to specificities increase as we increase the cut-off value.
have high potential to improve its capability of 68.18% sensitivity and 69.6% specificity were identifying stress group further as more learning data is achieved for cut-off probability 0.434.
accumulated.
In future we are planning to adapt this framework to 1-4244-0942-X/07/$25.O0 02007 IEEE.
